
SUBMISSION ACCC NORTHERN AUSTRALIA INSURANCE INQUIRY - FIRST INTERIM REPORT 12TH 
APRIL 2019

SGIO INSURANCE

HOME AND CONTENTS INSURANCE - September 2018 – September 2019

I have attached the above Premium

The Building cost is $852,600. I tried to reduce the cost on line but was refused to go below $845,000
The cost to insure the Building was originally $8190.27

I rang SGIO and haggled with them, they offered to reduce the premium by 10%. The premium then 
became $7371.24

On page 4 of the Premium the costs are below: -

I contacted SGIO and asked them where was the 25% No Claim Bonus, they indicated that it was 
calculated before the Premium Amount (This should have been indicated on the Premium – The 25% 
would have been $2226.27 making the Premium to start at $11,281.36 (Whoa!!!!)
                           

$11,251.36 Not shown on Policy documents (Is this illegal?)

$9025.09 The price starting with the 25% No Claim Bonus - not shown on Policy (is this 
illegal) I think there is shonky business happening here

$2226.27 minus 25% No Claim Bonus (Because I haven’t made a Claim in 5 years)

$9025.09 Premium
$2256.27 minus 25% Loyalty Discount (I surmise that they have taken this to counter 

balance the 25% No Claim Bonus – so they don’t have to pay the 25% Loyalty 
Discount)  a sneaky way around it  

$676.88 GST
$744.57 STAMP DUTY
$8190.27 TOTAL
$819.02 10% Given off because I Haggled with them (i.e. Loyal customer, no of policies) 

etc.,
$7371.24 TOTAL PAID 

               
It also says on page 4 - that my premium has been reduced BECAUSE

 One of the insureds is 50 years of age or over
 You have a monitored alarm

It is not REDUCED!! - There is no indication of Reduction on the Policy. Only in words (Is this Illegal?).

It would not cost $852,600.00 to rebuild the house. The houses in  have to be built to Cyclone 
Standard (Region “D” Category “C”) where in Southern Regions this is not necessary. More damage is 
done to those houses by minor Storms.
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Cyclone Veronica has just come and gone on the 23rd March. 2019. It hung around for 3 days.  
was on Red Alert for 72 hours. There was no damage to houses only trees down. This indicated that 
the buildings can withstand high winds for long periods of time.

There is shonky business going on here and maybe a Royal Commission should be done on the Insurers. 
They have got away with it for years like the Banks and now they are being found out.

 It is the Consumers who are getting taken for a ride and fleeced with these going ons and it should not 
be allowed. Why is that it is us that have to suffer when all it is greed?

We live in  and are now retired and will not be able to be able to afford the prices of the 
Insurance on the house and will have to eventually have to leave the town.  We surely don’t want 
to!!!!. 
Why is it just because that we are retired, we have to leave Town?  A lot of people who have spent 
their whole life up here don’t want to up and leave just because they retire.

1. Please DO NOT Publish ours names
2. We live in  West Australia. 
3. HOME Insurance
4. SGIO Insurance
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